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BUILD YOUR OWN A.I.
Trade your
favorite crypto
with your
favorite strategies.
Let algoritmic intelligence
continuously choose the best
strategies for current market
conditions.
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Disclaimer

Gainscrypt is not a financial advisor. Any suggestions or recommendations by our
support team should therefore never be interpreted as financial advice. Gainscrypt is
not liable/responsible for losses in any way and it is the user’s sole responsibility to
make personal investment/trading decisions. All tools, templates, strategies provided are to be used with caution and expertise.
All strategies are regularly backtested, but as markets change, so can the results.
Past performance does not guarantee future succes.
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Holistic algo trading approach
Predefine how you trade market trends

Bull Market set-up

What makes a profitable algo trader?
Proper risk management and preparation
for each market scenario.

Bear market trigger
Load bearish template at
bearish cross + clear up
existing positions to free
up liquidity.

- Agressive trading
- DCA exposure 60%
- High frequency
trading in strong
markets.

>View Template

Bear Market set-up

- Conservative trading
- DCA exposure 20-30%
- Strategically targets
bounces and dips in
oversold markets

>View Template

Bull market trigger
Load bullish template at
bullish cross.

Making profits in a bull market is one
thing, but retaining your sweet gains when
markets get bearish is even more crucial in
beating markets. DCA with 40% liquidity
only gets you so far, because if pullbacks
are significant and reserve funds are used
up, you might find your trading account in
freefall if losing positions are not controlled.
How much more lucrative it is to take
profits, free up your liquidity in time and
use your hopper to wait and conservatively
buy dips, trade bounces and double down
on your discounted coin favorite. selectively
reinvesting your profits. No, you can’t
make the same gains in a bear market.
Risk is bigger, rewards are smaller. Trying
to catch a green candle in a river of red is
like swimming up a waterfall. Being bullish
in a bear market will get you punished.
Bear markets can only be traded with a
conservative, bearish set-up. If you’re risk
averse, choosing not to trade at all in a bear
market (or just accumulate Bitcoin) is also
an excellent choice.
To kick-start your set-up we’ve prepared
two templates including EMA auto-load
triggers which correspond with their A.I.
set-ups, available in the marketplace. As
always, we strongly encourage traders to
make their own set-up decisions and even
more so which coins to trade or accumulate
in a bearish context.

What market are we in now? https://www.gainscrypt.com/market-dashboard

>Get Bull Market A.I. Template

Read our Trigger Set-up guide: https://www.gainscrypt.com/downloads

>Get Bear Market A.I. Template
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What is Algorithmic Intelligence in Cryptohopper

What is A.I. and why should I use it?
In Cryptohopper, A.I. means algorithmic intelligence. It automatically backtests your
chosen strategies against all coins based on last month’s performance. It allows to
combine multiple strategies, increasing trade frequency and the ability to exploit a
wider plethora of market scenario’s. This can be a huge advantage, but as always,
we’ll take a closer look at the things traders should consider.

Advantages
• Combine multiple strategies into one!
• Ability to exploit more trade scenario’s.
• Higher trade frequency, ideal for
uptrends (compound faster).
• Automatic backtesting.
• Filter signals from poor performing
strategies.

Considerations
• ‘Lag’ in A.I. score as it takes time (up to 30 days)
for the AI to detect that strategies have not been
performing well enough after bearish trend reversal.
This can be fixed using an auto-load template trigger
(read trigger guide), but should not be overlooked.
• Sell signals may ‘interfere’ with too many strategies
in the A.I.
• Hard to isolate which strategy generated the actual
buy signal making it harder to properly manage risk.
• Too many strategies may yield overly agressive trade
frequency in a bear market. Make sure your set-up
matches market conditions.
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Gainscrypt A.I. Set-ups
This manual adresses 3 set-ups to get you started with Gainscrypt A.I. set-ups. They can be loaded upon market
trends & expectations manually, or automatically loaded based on triggers (for example EMA). Feel free to tweak
them to your personal style and preferences. Make sure to check out the trigger guide and template set-up guide.

2.Bear Market
set-up

1.Bull Market
set-up

•
•
•
•

Bullish Scalping A.I.

Bounce Trading A.I.

> View Template

> View Template

Highest frequency
Small trailing targets
Powerful in bull trends
Uses trigger to auto-swap
to Bear Market Set-up

•
•
•
•

Buys bottoms
Trades Bounces
Small-med trailing targets
Uses trigger to auto-swap
to Bull Market Set-up

3.Bullish & Range
set-up
Swing Trading A.I.

•
•
•
•
•

Conservative Bull Set-up
Balanced signals
Medium frequency
Medium trailing targets
Able to capitalize on bullish
markets & ranging markets

Set-up 1: Bullish Scalping A.I.
PLUG-INS

Agressive

ALL STRATEGIES + SIGNALS

TREND
EMA bullish cross
triggered? Market is likely
to trend upwards. Use the
bullish scalping A.I. to
exploit every trade
opportunity with
agressive, high frequency
trading as the trend is
your friend. Auto-load
back to a bearish set-up
when the EMA trend gets
bearish (recommended).

Template
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Set-up 2: Bounce Trader A.I.

Offensive

PLUG-INS

Template

TREND
STRATEGIES

For disciplined, bold
traders wanting to
trade bounces during
downtrends, the Bounce
Trader A.I. setup offers a
solution to do so. Keep
in mind, that trading in
a downtrend is risky and
harder to consistently
make profits in.
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Set-up 3: Swing Trading A.I.

Balanced

Template

PLUG-INS
STRATEGIES

The Swing A.I. includes
strategies with a balanced
signal rate, with entries
at swing lows, dips, and
small pumps. It is geared
for sideways action as well
as bullish trends.
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 1:

Go to strategies on
the menu ribbon.

STEP 2:

Select “Algorithm
Intelligence”.

STEP 4:

Select “sources”, then “Signal strategies”.
Type “Gainscrypt” and the strategies you’d like
to add. Do the same for trend strategies.

A
B

STEP 3:

Select “New AI” in
the topright corner.

A

B
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 5:

Give your A.I. a name
and click “save”.

STEP 6:

Click on “training”.
At the topright, select
your exchange.
Then search for the
markets you want
to trade (e.g. USDT
markets). Then click
“learn”. Your A.I. will
start training all
strategies.
Do this for all desired
pairs.
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 7:

Go to the A.I. config.
The buy/sell signal
settings are the values
that your bot will use
to measure the
succesrate of your
selected strategies
against chosen coins.
Make sure that this
aligns with your basic
config! In this manual,
we’re focused on a
scalp-A.I. with a TP
or ATSL at 2%. Hence
for ‘minimum percent
change buy signal’ a
value of 2 is used.
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 8:

Your A.I. now weighs
the performance of
selected strategies to
recent market trend
and will use signals
from the strategies
that are performing
well in current market.
These scores are
measured over the last
month. Keep this in
mind when you
evaluate these scores
as market conditions
may already have
changed.

Note: score percentages shown in the ‘editor’ tab are average scores across all trained coins.
In the ‘results’ tab the average buy score of all strategies is visible.
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 9:

You’re a perfectionist
like us, we get it.
You want a slick
Gainscrypt visual on
your A.I. Go to our
Discord and download
this image from the
#ai channel!
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HOW TO SET-UP
STEP 10:

Time to load your A.I.
into your hopper!
In your base config -->
strategy and select
your A.I. and use our
recommended settings
at the right. For more
accuracy, the score
may be increased to
90. For more frequency, it may be dropped
to 80.
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Alternative set-up
Swing-trading A.I.

Do you prefer accuracy over frequency?
Then Swing trading A.I. may do you justice.
Especially if you’re choice of risk-management
is leaning towards DCA rather than stop-loss
this might be for you. With this set-up, scalping
strategies are not necessary.
As with swing trading we also target bigger targets, increase the minimum percent for buy
signals to 4 or 5 (coherent with your base
config settings). Also the validation time may
be increased to 5-7 days.
Note: to best understand the individual
strategy performance and when they signal,
please refer to our the indiviual product sheets
(PDF) on our downloads page.
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Strategies & market optimization matrix

Ranging markets
Bottom buyers

https://www.gainscrypt.com/strategyfinder

Bull market strategies
Bear market strategies

Disclaimer

Gainscrypt is NOT a financial advisor. Any suggestions or recommendations by our
support team should therefore never be interpreted as financial advice. Gainscrypt is
not liable/responsible for losses in any way and it is the user’s sole responsibility to
make personal investment/trading decisions. All tools, templates, strategies provided are to be used with caution and expertise.
All strategies are regularly backtested, but as markets change, so can the results.
Past performance does not guarantee future succes.
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Support & Social

Web

www.gainscrypt.com

Mail

support@gainscrypt.com

Follow us

Join our discord!

@gainscrypt

@gainscrypt
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